CHILDREN BOOKS
 Board books & Picture books
 Fiction
 Documentaries
 STEM
 Living well together
 Activities
 Games

BOARD BOOKS
PICTURE BOOKS

◄

LOOK AND TOUCH…
Regarde et touche…

Picture books

From 1 year onwards
Board books with materials to touch
to help baby discover the world
DESCRIPTION
A sensory picture book, particularly interesting for the
little ones who learn through experience and action.

ANIMALS OF THE COLD
Cogumelo Club
Code 8117254

On each double-page spread, children discover
cuddly and realistic illustrations little books to
help them go to sleep peacefully and dream
about Christmas, or introduce them to various
animals, thanks to beautiful images (with a touch
of humor), and each time a material to touch on a
large area: soft, rough, shiny or colored…

KEY ARGUMENTS
•
•
•

An immediate sensory experience: by touching
the material with their finger, baby discovers
different kind of experiences or animals.
5 cardboard double-page spreads.
A high-quality book: large touch areas with
various materials

GOOD NIGHT!

Kathryn Selbert

Code 8117500
Publication date: 22 April 2022

Format: 190 x 225 mm
Ill.: around 40
Pages: 12
Characters: around 500
Binding: board book with materials

Retail price: 10.95 €

Coproduction planned
for spring 2023

◄

MERRY CHRISTMAS!
Kathryn Selbert
Code 6727500

TILOU BLUE
Tilou Bleu

Picture books

Age: 2 to 4
A young hero to help children
grow up and embrace the key
moments of their lives

TILOU ENJOYS
READING AT THE
LIBRARY

DESCRIPTION

Code 2080330

Tilou is a mischievous, imaginative and
slightly stubborn little wolf, but so
endearing!

A sweet companion to guide the
youngest through their everyday life.

•

This series is based on tenderness and
understanding. Children can identify
themselves and their relatives with Tilou,
his family and his friends.

Successful series of 30 titles:
over 87,000 copies sold in France!
Format: 165 x 165 mm
Illustrations: 12
Pages: 24
Characters: 5,000
Binding: hardcover
Retail price: 6.95 €
Author(s) : Daniel Picouly, Ill. Frédéric Pillot.

Previous rights sold: Chinese simpl.,
Korean, Portuguese, Greek, Romanian,
Serbian.

Animation rights under option

◄

1) TILOU DOESN’T WANT
TO BE ANGRY ANYMORE!

Code 8111785
Publication date: 20 March 2019

2) TILOU DOESN’T WANT
TO SLEEP!

KEY ARGUMENTS
•

Top 5 sales
of the series:

Code 8112031
Publication date: 20 March 2019

3) TILOU WANTS
TO HUNT EGGS!

Code 8112154
Publication date: 20 March 2019

4) TILOU GOES TO THE
POTTY
TILOU WAITS FOR
SANTA CLAUS

Code 5511185

Code 1339080
Publication date: 08 March 2020

5) TILOU LOVES HIS MOM

Code 4168985
Publication date: 21 August 2019

MY LITTLE DINO STORIES
Mes petites histoires de dinos

Picture books

From 4 years onwards
Nice dinosaurs in fiction albums
with a real documentary value!

MAIASAURA
BECOMES
A MOM

DESCRIPTION
First little dino stories that feature a different
species in each title. These animals will cross paths,
from story to story, and form a little crew!
Each dinosaur features a particular character side
(shyness, anger, etc.) and allow children to
understand how to better deal with these
character traits while learning some details about
these fascinating species.

Code 4070927

1) DIPLODOCUS AT THE
RESCUE

Code 1907020
Publication date: 02 March 2022

2) TYRANNOSAURUS SHOWS
HIS FANGS

KEY ARGUMENTS
•
•
•

A topic that never goes out of style among
children. Everything they always wanted to
know about these fascinating creatures.
Centered around one dinosaur, each book
describes its particularity and its
environment, based on scientific facts.
The little adventures are simple, funny and
kind.

Format: 200 x 200 mm Illustrations: 11
Pages: 32
Characters: 3,500
Binding: hardcover
Retail price: 9.95 €

Rights sold: Catalan, Castilian

◄

Top sales
of the series:

Code 1907266
Publication date: 02 March 2022

3) EORAPTOR THINKS HE’S
THE STRONGEST
PARASAUROLOPHUS
IS TOO LOUD

Code 4071050

Code 1907635
Publication date: 02 March 2022

4) TRICERATOPS DOESN’T
WANT TO SHARE

Code 1907881
Publication date: 02 March 2022

MATERNAL LOVE AND MOTHER’S DAY
Amour maternel et fête des mères

IN YOUR ARMS

YOUR MOM FOR LIFE

•
•
•

Picture books

Code 6298730
Author(s): Marion Donon, Ill. Adolie Day

Code 8117131
Author(s): Marcella (poet and sophrologist), Ill. Marie Poirier

A mother takes a fond and loving look at her growing child, at
each stage of their life: little boy, teenager, adult.

A lovely collection of 20 beautifully-illustrated poems to celebrate the
story of unconditional love between the mother and her baby.

An ode to maternal love, a beautiful, sweet and poetic text
A strong artistic choice: graphic, colorful and dynamic images
An original approach compared to the many texts already
published on this subject: maternal love told through the prism
of the passing of time.
Format: 210 x 240 mm
Binding: hardcover

•
•

Poems with expressive illustrations for moms and their children, where
the child addresses the mother and tells this wonderful love story.
An Italian-style format and a cover with a heart-shaped cutout!

Pages: 40
Retail price: 16.95 €

From 3 years onwards

◄

All rights available

Format: 250 x 220 mm
Binding: hardcover

Pages: 48
Retail price: 14.95 €

Publication date: 4 May 2022

From 6 years onwards

FICTION

◄

MY FIRST FAIRY TALES

Mes premiers contes Larousse

From 4 years onwards
A stunning collection of the most
beautiful children’s classic tales
DESCRIPTION
Cinderella, Sleeping Beauty, Puss in Boots, The
Three Little Pigs… For every generation worldwide,
these timeless tales have been staples of
childhood, and stories children remember fondly
for their whole life.
Famously written by Perrault, Grimm and
Andersen, they come to life, thanks to Colonel
Moutarde’s beautiful artwork: modern, full of
warm colors and wonder!

KEY ARGUMENTS
•
•
•

A precious and highly illustrated album in a big
and beautiful format.
Classics (original unchanged tales): a safe bet
with a large audience and a reading time for
the entire family.
A timeless book of magical tales, suitable as a
present for children of all ages, that they will
remember fondly as they grow up!

All rights available

◄

Code: 5509830
Retail price: 17.95 €
Format: 220 x 270 mm
Nb of pages: 128

Binding: hardcover
Author(s): Perrault, Grimm &
Andersen, Ill. Colonel Moutarde
(she is also the illustrator of the
Baby Encyclopedia).

Fiction

PISTACHIO & SODA

Fiction

Pistache & Soda

Also available:

From 5 years onwards

THE TRUTH SERUM - Code 4890555
THE LOVE PHILTER - Code 4890678
THE INVISIBILITY POTION

Discover Pistachio,
a little mischievous and cute witch
and follow her adventures,
together with her best friend,
Soda the frog!

Code 5592684
Publication date: 6 October 2021

THE POWDER TO ADVANCE TIME
Code 7642350

DESCRIPTION
Pistachio is almost a normal little girl – and a witch! To
get the answers to her questions or to add a little
fantasy to her first sleepover, she does not hesitate to
use her magic (even if she is not allowed to do so yet…)
and to cause funny catastrophes!

THE BIG-MUSCLES OINTMENT

KEY ARGUMENTS
•
•
•

Code 8873718

A visually original world created by Miss Paty for a
refreshing and funny series of 7 titles, where
witchcraft is part of daily life.
Amazing characters and relationships that help
children grow up while focusing on a lot of topics of
their everyday life!
Rights have been optioned for an animated series!

Format: 170 x 210 mm
Characters: 4,500
Pages: 32
Illustrations: 20
Binding: softcover Retail price: 8.95 €
Author(s): Paule Battault already wrote The castle of milk
teeth & smiles with holes (code 7642832), Ill. Miss Paty.

Rights sold: Spanish, Dutch

◄

Publication date: 2 March 2022

THE ANIMAGIC DROPS
Code 2936413

A MAGICAL SLEEPOVER
Code 4196466

Publication date: 11 May 2022

LIL’ SHERLOCK – I READ AND I INVESTIGATE

Fiction

P'tit Sherlock – je lis, j’enquête
From 7 years onwards
A series for young readers
with 7 games & enigmas to solve!
DESCRIPTION

THE MYSTERY
SWEETHEART

Through these mysterious pages, follow the amazing
adventures of Lil’ Sherlock and his friends! While
reading engaging adventures, children will solve each of
the various types of enigmas the book contains:
observation games, letters games (such as rebus or
crossword puzzles) or identification activities (such as
"Who is who?“).
An interactive reading adventure that will suit everybody.

Code 1262720

•

•
•

A fancy fictional genre for first readers to have fun with
games and interactive investigations.
Solving the enigmas motivates young readers to
progress through the book: there are images to
carefully observe, with solutions after each one (not to
block the reader in his progress) and a giant enigma on
a double-page!
Stories are very easy to understand in order to focus on
the investigation and reading parts!
Sherlock Holmes remains one of the most fascinating
characters for children.

Format: 150 x 190 mm
Illustrations: 30
Pages: 48
Characters: 12,500
Retail price: 6.95 €
Binding: integra cover
Author(s): Pascal Prevot, Ill. Art Grootfontein.

Rights sold: Chinese simpl., and Chinese compl.
Greek, English, Spanish

◄

THE SECRET OF THE LITTLE CHEST
Code 5567568

A GHOST AT THE FUN FAIR?
Code 5591822

THE MYSTERY OF THE POTATOES
Code 5591699

THE CASE OF THE RED FISHES

Code 5567199
Publication date: 8 September 2021

KEY ARGUMENTS
•

Also available:

SKELETON ALERT!
Code 1262228

S.O.S. LOST TOOTH!

Code 1262351
Publication date: 30 March 2022

CHRISTMAS
IN DANGER

Code 1262843

MYSTERY IN SEA CLASS
Code 1262474

THE INFERNAL ALARM

Code 1262597
Publication date: 22 June 2022

MISS AGATHA – I READ AND I INVESTIGATE

Fiction

Miss Agatha – je lis, j’enquête
From 9 years onwards
A series of novels, freely inspired
by Agatha Christie’s life,
with puzzles included!
DESCRIPTION
Through these mysterious pages, follow the
amazing adventures of Miss Agatha, travelling
all across Europe during the Belle Epoque!
On top, play a part in her investigations, by
solving the enigmas throughout the novel!

KEY ARGUMENTS
•

•
•

A brand-new fictional genre for children to
have fun with games and interactive
investigations: solving the enigmas motivates
young readers to progress through the book!
An historical value, with a deep dive into the
Belle Epoque and a journey all across Europe.
The young fearless heroine, Miss Agatha,
remains one of the most fascinating
crime writers, with worldwide fame.

MYSTERY IN LONDON
Code 4172594

DISAPPEARANCE IN PARIS
Code 4173086

Format: 150 x 190 mm
Pages: 128
Retail price: 9.95 €
Binding: integra cover
Author(s): Christine Palluy, author of The great
bedtime story. Ill. Sophie Leullier.

All rights available

◄

ENIGMA ON THE ORIENT EXPRESS
Code 4173332

ISILD AT THE OPERA
Isild à l’Opera

From 8 years onwards
Let’s follow Isild by time traveling
from the Middle Ages to nowdays Palais
Garnier’s backtage!
DESCRIPTION
In the Middle Ages, Isild, 11 years old, is in danger:
because of her knowledge, perceptions and gifts, she is
accused of witchcraft! She flees through a hidden cave
which takes her to the 21st century. In Paris, Rosa, who is
the Opera’s janitor and…a witch, takes Isild under her
wing and helps her join the prestigious dancing school!
But, a few days after her arrival, every teacher suddenly
seems under the influence of a mysterious spell…
Isild and her classmates will do everything to save them!

KEY ARGUMENTS
•
•
•

A richly illustrated and captivating novel with a dozen
pages documenting the Opéra Garnier’s real-life
backstage.
The perfect combination of two strong and popular
themes: time travel and witchcraft!
A well-known author with an international renown: her
previous books have been translated into 14 languages!

All rights available

◄

Code: 3136481
Binding: hardcover
Retail price: 18.95 € Author(s): Christine VilleminFormat: 185 x 230 mm Naumann, Ill. Héloïse
Bourquard.
Nb of pages: 144

Fiction

I READ CLASSICS

Fiction

Je lis les classiques

From 8 years onwards
Discover the classics through
novelization of iconic TV series

New adaptations of two major classics of English literature:
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer (Mark Twain)
A Little Princess (Frances Hodgson Burnett)

DESCRIPTION
A whole generation of children discovered these
two classics of literature by watching animated
series in the 80s. Far from being forgotten, these
anime saw a resurgence of popularity recently with
their inclusion on streaming platforms and their
reissue on various formats (DVDs, websites, etc.).
This collection provides a fun reading time of
timeless classics for both parents, who remember
the anime fondly, and children who enjoy manga
illustrations.

KEY ARGUMENTS
•
•
•

Classics reimagined and adapted for a young
contemporary public.
Cult images of the legendary Japanese animation
studios currently on air.
Very endearing heroes with contemporary values:
resilience, generosity, benevolence.

Format: 150 x 190 mm
Pages: 96

Retail price: 8.95 €
Binding: softcover

Rights sold: Korean, Japanese

Tome 1. AUNT POLLY'S CHILDREN
Code 4583033

Also available:
Tome 2. - HOLIDAYS - Code 4583156
Tome 3. - INJUN JOE - Code 4583279

◄

Tome 1. AT MS. MANGIN'S SCHOOL
Code 4582664

Also available:
Tome 2. - A KIND-HEARTED GIRL
Code 4582787

Tome 3. - A TRUE MIRACLE - Code 4582910

KARASU KIDS

Fiction

Karasu kids

From 9 years onwards
The first series
of "manga novels"
for children!
DESCRIPTION
In Hokkaïdo island, four children, tasked by
Yatagarasu, the great three-legged raven, join
forces to prevent natural disasters
(unfortunately not so exceptional in Japan…)
caused by the awakening of thousand-year-old
monsters. A wonderful series of adventures
that awaits this charming group of children!

KEY ARGUMENTS
•
•
•

A very rich universe, populated with monsters
from Japanese mythology and pop culture.
A manga fiction: a cover, 6 full-color pages at
the beginning, then 128 illustrated black-andwhite pages of novel.
4 heroes in the making: Hina, Kintarô, Také and
Yasuo, who will reveal themselves and discover
their powers as their adventures unfold.

Format: 140 x 205 mm
Retail price: 9.95 €
Pages: 136
Binding: softcover
Author(s): Aymeric Jeanson, Ill. Auren

CHAOS ON HOKKAÏDO
Tome 1.
Code 1341082

RED TSUNAMI ALERT
Tome 2.
Code 1341328

Publication date: 15th June 2022

Rights sold: Spanish

◄

THE ETERNAL SNOWS
Tome 3.
Code 1341697

DOCUMENTARIES

◄

I, TUTANKHAMUN, MY LIFE AS A PHARAOH
Moi, Toutankhamon, ma vie de pharaon

From 5 years onwards
The life of the pharaoh Tutankhamun,
from his own point of view!
DESCRIPTION
A very original way of telling Tutankhamun's life, from
his early childhood and his rise to power until his
death: a diary with comics panels and dialogues
that provide different levels of information.
The pharaoh talks about himself, his everyday life,
his duties, and his relationship with his family,
farmers, priests, and even… gods.
Discover the geography of ancient Egypt,
Tutankhamun's burial, his fading from memory
and the exploration of his tomb, exactly a hundred
years ago.

KEY ARGUMENTS
•
•
•

An original illustrated documentary in the shape
of a diary.
Tutankhamun's childhood, from his own eyes, which
we tend to forget in light of his myth: an exciting
introduction for children.
Illustrations with a sense of humor, without giving
up the rigorous and well-documented aspect of the
project.

All rights available

◄

Code: 2739561
Retail price: 16.95 €
Format: 230 x 280 mm
Nb of pages: 48

Binding: hardcover
Author(s): Viviane Koenig
is a specialist of ancient
Egypt, Ill. Fabrice Mosca.

MY COMIC STRIP DOC’
Mon DOC en BD

Documentary

From 7 years onwards
60 questions, presented through 700 comic
strip panels, to explore essential topics
in a simple and immediate manner!
DESCRIPTION
Discover all the secrets of the human species through refined
comic strip panels and stories: fascinating and easy-to-understand!
An illustrated documentary series with very complete content:
 15 questions per topic explained in a fascinating way by
renowned authors.
 A fun quiz at the end of each double page!

KEY ARGUMENTS
•
•
•
•
•

A both unique and original invention for the children's book
market: a new documentary series for children, even those
who are not keen on reading.
Immediate understanding of the content thanks to the drawings.
An attractive design for the target audience.
Best-seller children's documentary authors Stéphanie Ledu and
Stéphane Frattini, two reliable and experienced authors in the field
of children's documentaries.
Comic strip artists Matthieu Roda and Alex Langlois smartly
combine the necessary thoroughness of the documentary and
the humor of the comic strip.

Format: 210 x 270 mm
Pages: 128
Characters: 120,000

Binding: hardcover
Retail price: 16.95 €

Previous title sold: Chinese simpl., Chinese compl., Korean,
Vietnamese, German, Serbian, Turkish.

◄

YOU, SUPER HUMAN

Code 4509657
Publication date : 25 May 2022

LIFE ON EARTH

Code 4807925
Publication date : 21 April 2021

THE LAROUSSE BOOK OF 500 WHY AND HOW
Le Larousse des 500 pourquoi comment

From 6 years onwards
The essential Larousse Encyclopedia,
with 500 questions
about everything around us!
DESCRIPTION
A complete encyclopedia, compiling the most
important questions (and answers) on
10 topics regarding the world around us: Space,
Earth, Plants, Animals, The human body, The
world, Everyday life, History, Arts and Science!
Illustrations that have a great documentary
value, while also being funny and poetic.

KEY ARGUMENTS
•
•
•

A richly illustrated book, which answers children's
most frequently asked questions.
Larousse, the historical publisher of the
encyclopedia: a guarantee of high-quality and rich
content.
An original format structured with a game of
questions/answers, that will appeal to a large
audience.

All rights available

◄

Code: 3749721
Retail price: 17.95 €
Format: 235 x 270 mm
Nb of pages: 112

Binding: hardcover
Author(s): Sophie de Mullenheim
already wrote in the series Tell
me. Ill. Amélie Falière.

Documentary

ONCE UPON A TIME… 15 FABULOUS WOMEN
Il était une fois… 15 femmes fabuleuses

From 8 years onwards
Traveler, scientist, activist…
They left their mark on our
contemporary world!
DESCRIPTION
From the aviator Hélène Boucher to the ecoactivist Wangari Maathai, from the chemist
Marie Curie to Rosa Parks, the champion of AfroAmerican rights, from the famous painter Rosa
Bonheur to the education specialist Marie
Montessori…, this book tells the story of
15 extraordinary women who distinguished
themselves through their feats, their discoveries,
their outstanding personalities... By challenging
preconstructed ideas, they all contributed to the
evolution of society.
This book tells their true story in a narrative style
easy to understand for children.

KEY ARGUMENTS
•
•
•

A very large and attractive format.
Wonderful portraits by Dutch artist Jane
Bodil, British artist Sabina Radeva and
Bulgarian artist Iglika Kodjakova.
Tributes to powerful women: a very trendy
topic!

Previous version sold: Greek

◄

Code: 4267090
Retail price: 18.95 €
Format: 278 x 338 mm
Nb of pages: 72

Binding: hardcover
Author(s): Mr & Mrs von
Grüt. Ill. Bodil Jane,
Sabina Radeva and Iglika
Kodjakova.

Documentary

ART... FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY
Art en famille

Documentary

Age: 8 to 14
Art accessible to children
DESCRIPTION
Through the greatest masterpieces,
explained in an accessible and evocative
style, this album will give young readers one
of their first encounters with art.
Divided into three sections: an introductive
part on the main issues, a presentation of the
major figures (impressionist painters, Egyptian
deities), including the most important artworks.
For each artwork: its history, a setting with
an evocation of its context, a deciphering of
2 or 3 details or symbols and finally a
summary of the essential points to
remember.

KEY ARGUMENTS
•
•

Author specialized in art history and writing
for children
More than 50 works reproduced in large
format

Format: 200 x 243 mm Characters: 180,000
Pages: 128
Binding: hardcover
Retail price: 14.95 €

All rights available

◄

IMPRESSIONISTS
EXPLAINED TO CHILDREN
Sandrine Andrews
Illustrations: 80
Code: 2872142
Publication date : 15 June 2021

PHARAOHS
EXPLAINED TO CHILDREN
Bénédicte Lhoyer
Illustrations: 200
Code: 2872019
Publication date : 15 June 2021

LISTEN AND FIND

Documentary

Écoute et trouve

Also available:

From 3 years onwards

Author:
Kasia Dudziuk

A seek-and-find sound book
to get familiar with music
from around the world!

LISTEN AND FIND
ANIMALS
Code: 5484336
Publication date:
11 May 2022

DESCRIPTION
Let’s be enchanted by classical music, jazz,
rock, African and Latin music!
For each musical movement: listen to nice
melodies and play with one instrument to
find or count on a large picture.

KEY ARGUMENTS
•

•

10 sound buttons to awaken children’s
curiosity by listening to music and
instrument sounds in a wonderful
cardboard book.
Stunning images with a lot of detail to
admire.

Format: 190 x 240 mm Illustrations: 5
Nb of pages: 10
Characters: 1,700
Binding: board book with sounds
Retail price: 14.95 €

All rights available
Coproduction planned

◄

LISTEN AND FIND
DINOSAURS
Code: 7864562
Publication date:
11 May 2022

LISTEN AND FIND – MUSIC
Code 4196220

Author: Marie Paruit
LISTEN AND FIND
THE FARM
Code: 7864931
Publication date:
11 May 2022

MY VERY FIRST QUESTIONS
Explique-moi…

Documentary

Age: 3 to 7
Answer the “real” questions
children ask

CLIMATE
Why Is the Ice Melting at
the North and South Poles?

DESCRIPTION

Agnès Besson, Magali Clavelet
Code 8029892

Discover 11 questions gathered by journalists
on themes that really matter for children!

KEY ARGUMENTS
•

A series dedicated to children and their
curiosity: simple words and a square format
make it a quality documentary series.

•

Answers are given on the same page as the
question, always hidden behind a flap to
create a dynamic reading time.

•

Journalists complete the content with
second pages that broaden the topic to
more general subjects to fully cover the
theme.

Format: 200 x 200 mm Illustrations: 100 to 150
Pages: 32
Characters: around 3,000
Binding: hardcover with rounded corners

Retail price: 10.95 €

All rights available

◄

TREES
Why Are Trees
Growing So Tall?

E. Kecir-Lepetit, Eleonore Della Malva
Code 8030015

THE BIG ANIMATED PHOTO BOOK
Le grand imagier photo animé

Documentary

Age: 2 to 5
An animated photo board book with
over 50 flaps and various short games
to provide an interactive reading time!

Also available:

DESCRIPTION

• THE BIG ANIMATED
PHOTO BOOK OF EARLY
LEARNING

Discover the first words from 18 months onwards,
in this new title of an iconic Larousse series!
This animated photo board book, including riddles
and a lot of playful flaps to lift, proposes a
thrilling discovery of vocabulary through games.

•
•
•

Code 3298384 – NE
Publication date: 21 April 2021

15,000 copies sold
of the successive editions

• THE BIG ANIMATED
PHOTO BOOK OF
ANIMALS

KEY ARGUMENTS

250 words, 200 pictures and a lot of funny drawings to
improve children’s observation and understanding skills as
well as to enrich their vocabulary.
The selected themes (the body, actions, emotions, clothes,
household objects, animals, colors, food...) are a way for
children to understand each area they experience!
Multi-purpose uses: to read with parents or to enjoy
independently.

Format: 228 x 264 mm
Retail price: 14.95 €
Pages: 20
Characters: around 5,000
Illustrations: 50 drawings and over 70 photos
Binding: hardcover with wire’o

Author: Cogumelo Club

Previous titles sold: Catalan, Czech, Danish,

Dutch, Estonian, German, Indonesian, Lithuanian,
Romanian, Russian, Slovakian, Spanish.

◄

Code 4199275 – NE
Publication date: 21 April 2021

10,000 copies sold
of the successive editions

• THE BIG ANIMATED
PHOTO BOOK OF
PRESCHOOL

Code 3298384
Publication date: 24 June 2020

THE BIG ANIMATED PHOTO BOOK
OF THE FIRST WORDS
Code 4174685

•

THE BIG ANIMATED
PHOTO BOOK OF
NATURE

Code 2997215
Publication date: 15 Sept. 2021

I START…

Je commence…

Documentary

From 5 years onwards
The essential guide
to start practicing dance
DESCRIPTION

Also available:

How to start learning classical dancing and
improve?
The essential information needed to become a
gracious dancer: How is a ballet class organized
and ran? What is a typical dancer's outfit (and
hairstyle)? What happens in my body when I
dance?
A presentation of five positions, the most
common exercises and basic steps.

I START HORSE RIDING
Code 4581156

Emilie Gillet
ill. Anne-Olivia Messana
Publ. date: 26 May 2021

KEY ARGUMENTS
•

A richly illustrated guide, with a touch of
humor.

•

An illustrated book designed for both boys
and girls.

Format: 207 x 258 mm
Nb of pages: 72
Binding: hardcover
Nb of illustrations: 80
Nb of characters: 50,000 Retail price: 14.95 €

All rights available

I START PRACTICING DANCE
Code 2786944

Astrid Dumontet, ill. Magalie Foutrier

◄

THE WORLD'S CUTEST ANIMALS
Les animaux les plus mignons du monde

From 5 years onwards
Page after page, discover animals
each one cuter than the other
DESCRIPTION
A picture book to discover the world's cutest
animals with surprising bits of information, funny
quotes and tender poems...
Which one will be your favorite? The adorable
koala, the cuddly otter or the cheeky kitten?

KEY ARGUMENTS
•
•
•
•

The cutest picture book in the world!
A book that can be read alone or with friends
or family
For children who already know how to read,
or those who don't know yet.
A timeless theme with a large audience
(from age 5 to 10), popular among young
and older children alike.

All rights available

◄

Code: 4724085
Nb of pages: 64
Retail price: 12.90 € Binding: hardcover
Format: 228 x 264mm Author(s): Stéphanie Leduc

Documentary

STEM

Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics

◄

TELL ME ABOUT…
Dis-moi…

STEM

From 6 years onwards
More than 40 experiments
for aspiring scientists!
DESCRIPTION

Other titles in this series
on a scientific theme:

A collection of scientific experiments to try out at home,
split into 3 difficulty levels, with simple step-by-step
guides, and, in part four, a final science quiz to assess
everything there is to remember to become the perfect
little scientist.

TELL ME ABOUT SCIENCE AND
INVENTIONS
Sabine Boccador

Code 6133471
Publication date: 18 September 2019

KEY ARGUMENTS
•
•
•

THE GREAT MYSTERIES OF SCIENCE
Caroline Fait

A fascinating subject for children, and a book which helps
learn basic science through experiments easy to do at
home.
A playful book-object with a wire’o binding, cardboard
pages, inserts to separate the different chapters and a funny
cover with a flap and an elastic band.
Simple explanationsthrough funny illustrationsfull of colors.

Code: 2999676
Publication date: 20 October 2021

HOW WILL THE FUTURE BE?
Valentin Verthé
Code 3298630

Publication date: 7 October 2020

Successful series: over 588,000 copies sold in France!
Format: 140 x 204 mm
Pages: 112 (+ 4 tab dividers)
Binding: hardcover with wire’o

Nb. of ill.: around 250
Nb. of char.: 60 to 70,000

Retail price: 15.95 €

Previous titles sold: Albanian, Arabic, Bulgarian,
Chinese simpl., Czech, Dutch, English, Estonian,
German, Hungarian, Indonesian, Italian, Korean,
Latvian, Lithuanian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian,
Russian, Serbian, Slovakian, Slovenian, Spanish,
Turkish, Ukrainian, Vietnamese.

◄

MY FIRST SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS
Code 3185374

Valentin Verthé

LAROUSSE EXPLORE

STEM

Larousse Explore

From 8 years onwards
A new collection of documentaries
for children fascinated by science
DESCRIPTION
Explore the fascinating world of Robots, where
everyday or specialised robots and drones now
take part in every aspect of our lives (home,
work, arts, healthcare…)
This book is an invitation to dive headfirst into
this world, from robots' inception to their future.
The young reader must reflect on the stakes and
consequences of the widespread use of robots
in our everyday life…

KEY ARGUMENTS
•
•
•

An attractive topic mixing science and realistic
futurism!
A richly illustrated book in a very dynamic
style with a particularly attractive cover.
A documentary grounded in reality offering a
reflection on the use of robots, away from the
dreams of sci-fi literature!

Format: 215 x 280 mm
Pages: 64
Binding: hardcover with metallic effect
Retail price: 16.95 €

All rights available

◄

ROBOTS

Code 4736137

Norédine Benazdia is also the illustrator of Solar Impuls
- the plane that flies with the Sun (code 7594790),
Ill. El Gunto.

MY LITTLE NATURE NOTEBOOKS
Mes p’tits carnets Nature

From 7 years onwards
Simple and fun
identification notebooks
DESCRIPTION
A series to connect children with the nature
that surrounds them: 25 cards to learn and to
recognize 25 common species… and sharpen
their desire for observation

KEY ARGUMENTS
•
•

•

I CAN RECOGNIZE BIRDS

Code 1342189
25 QR codes to listen at bird singings

I CAN RECOGNIZE TREES
Code 1343665

Each time they see a species "in the wild",
the child puts a sticker on his
identification card.
Numerous game pages: colorings,
7 differences, mazes, ... and practical
activities to teach them how to protect
nature.
Ever-popular topics explored in-depth.

Format: 180 x 230 mm Retail price: 8.95 €
Binding: Stappled softcover
Pages: 48
Author(s): Sandra Lebrun. Ill. Mary Gribouille

Rights sold: China
I CAN RECOGNIZE FLOWERS
Code 1343788

◄

I CAN RECOGNIZE BUGS

Publication date: 25 May 2022

Code 1343911

STEM

LIVING WELL TOGETHER

◄

YOU WANT TO TALK ABOUT IT?

Living well together

Tu veux qu’on en parle ?

From 6 years onwards
Every question a child can have about
life's important topics, answered!
DESCRIPTION
In a spoken and straightforward style, the narrator addresses
two children and discusses their questions, big or small,
about life. By communicating through interaction, these
books offer young readers means to navigate their
emotions; they are encouraged to talk about their feelings
and open up to adults.
Thanks to its simple tone, every adult (teacher, parent,
grandmother…) can play the part of the "narrator" and tailor
the book’s content to the child’s specific needs.

KEY ARGUMENTS
•
•
•

FRIENDSHIP

Code 3287442

A series used as a collection of "tools" which enable parents
and children to discuss questions about various existential
matters and start conversations
Carine Simonet, a child psychiatrist, has a real talent to
speak to both children and parents
Anne Guillard's engaging illustrations allow for an
immediate identification with the characters

SELF-CONFIDENCE
Code 3287688

Format: 170 x 210 mm
Pages: 32
Binding: Integra cover
Retail price: 9.95 €
Author(s): Carine Simonet already wrote the series Questions
help us grow up Ill. Anne Guillard.

All rights available

◄

DEATH

Code 3287811

THE GREAT GUIDE OF GOOD MANNERS
Le super guide des bonnes manières

From 5 years onwards
The cracking guide on
how to live well together
that everyone should read!
DESCRIPTION
The use of good manners is essential to
living harmoniously together: it
demonstrates mutual respect and
education. But they are too often presented
to children as the necessary inconvenience
to enter the world of "grown-ups"…
By sprinkling obligations with a little humor
and simplicity, every lesson will be
assimilated much better!

KEY ARGUMENTS
•
•

•
•

A timeless subject: politeness and the
principles of living together.
Simple and funny maxims: Good
manners and politeness rules are
described to children in a clear and
engaging manner.
Never boring, never preachy!
Philippe Jalbert's off-the-wall
illustrations are full of humor and spirit,
with bright colors and mischievious
characters.

All rights available

◄

Code: 4197327
Retail price: 14.95 €
Format: 195 x 200 mm

Nb of pages: 160
Binding: Softcover
Author(s): Philippe Jalbert

Living well together

YOUR TIME TO CHOSE – FRIEND OR FOE?
A toi de choisir – Copain ou pas copain ?

From 6 years onwards
An interactive book
to test our relationships with others…
and become a true hero!
DESCRIPTION
Jackorn would do anything to please Hawcorn. But
when he plays with other acorns, Hawcorn acts as
if Jackorn doesn't exist, and even sometimes
teases him. Is Hawcorn even a good friend?
In this little interactive tale, children are asked to
reflect through their actions on whether a
relationship is healthy or not and to help them better
understand the world around them.

KEY ARGUMENTS
•
•
•

An engaging and beautifully illustrated story where
children can take an active part, and which helps
them be well surrounded.
Small acorns for heroes, to allow the child to put
relationship problems at a distance.
Illustrations combining tenderness, kitsch, humour
and influences from the American aesthetic of the
1960s.

All rights available

◄

Code: 2711122
Retail price: 9.95 €
Format: 170 x 210 mm
Nb of pages: 40
Binding: Softcover

Author(s): Paule Battault already
wrote the series Pistachio and Soda,
ill. Aurore Damant is a creator of
animated series and illustrator for
children's books.

Living well together

ORACLE AND TAROT CARDS

Living well together

coffret - cartes d'oracle et de tarot

Inspiring oracle cards, with stunning illustrations: nice-looking and playful tools to help find
positive inspiration, favor self-discovery and address obstacles or new encounters with serenity.

ASTRAL ORACLE MANGA
Code 7365045
Ill. : Rann

An oracle on the theme of astrology illustrated in the manga style to
remove your uncertainties, develop your intuition, know yourself better
and make the decisions necessary for your happiness.

•

In this box:
• 44 illustrated cards.
A guidebook explaining how to draw the cards and interpret them
Format: 120 x 185 x 35 mm - Pages: 96 – Retail price: 19.90 €

All rights available

◄

THE LITTLE ORACLE OF CHILDREN EMOTIONS
Code 5323299

In this box:
33 illustrated cards with gemstones
and totem animals, full of energies
• A book to help parents better understand their 3-10
children’s emotions, with short rituals (20 mn) to help handle
them: a meditation, a massage, a nature ritual, a song…
Author: Nadège Bellanti is an energetic therapist Ill.: La Jeannette
•

Format: 117 × 162 x 40 mm - Pages: 144 - Retail price: 19.95 €
Publication date: 27 November 2022

All rights available

ACTIVITIES

◄

SUPER GUIDE FOR…
Le super guide pour…

Activities

Age: 8 to 12
The essential companion
for living life as an adventure!
DESCRIPTION

SUPER GUIDE OF
TODAY’S CREATIVE GIRLS

An activity guide of outdoor and indoor activities,
including numerous topics of interest (DIY, information,
challenges, recipe ideas, games…) for every city and
nature dweller!
In this “Super Guide”, discover simple and playful tips
organized in various categories: The journey of the taste
buds, Crazy games, Nature knowledge, Challenges of all
kinds, DIY, Tests & advice, Incredible young adventurers.

Code 7673719
Publication date: 5 June 2019

KEY ARGUMENTS
•
•
•

Easy to use and full of ideas to become aware of the
environment from the youngest age.
Numerous illustrations and step-by-step explanations
make up for both a didactic and playful reading time.
A wire’o companion, easy to take everywhere, adaptable
to all kinds of surroundings.

SUPER GUIDE OF
TODAY’S CREATIVE BOYS

Code 1336743
Publication date: 17 June 2020

Retail price: 15.95 €
Nb of pages: 128
Format: 170 mm x 210 mm
Nb of illustrations: 290
Nb of characters: around 100,000
Binding: hardcover with wire’o
Author(s): Aurore Meyer has already written other activities
books for the series “eagle eye”. Ill. Myrtille Tournefeuille.

Previous titles sold: Chinese Simpl., Czech, German,

Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Lithuanian, Portugese,
Romanian, Russian, Serbian, Slovak, Spanish

◄

SUPER GUIDE OF BIG AND SMALL ADVENTURES
Code 1790646

SUPER GUIDE FOR A
GREEN YEAR

Code 8498491
Publication date: 2 June 2021

LITTLE SHERLOCK

Games
Activities

Les P’tits Sherlock

From 5 years onwards
A visual game book created
for younger readers!
DESCRIPTION
Investigation games to search like Sherlock Holmes for
the youngest ones!
Adding to this thrilling format, follow a real story
together with Sherlock, Watson and their trusty
assistants: Voyou the dog and Maki the cat!

MY VERY FIRST
INVESTIGATION

KEY ARGUMENTS
•

•
•
•

Publication date: 7 October 2020

The magnifying glass included in the book reveals
hidden clues to solve games or mysteries even if the
child cannot read yet: seek-and-find, mazes,
7-differences, coded coloring…
Throughout the pages, the aspiring reader will, step
by step, help Sherlock solve one major investigation.
Pastel and soft colors give life to the unique universe
of this dynamic series.
An activity book with a soft biding and a convenient
format you can carry everywhere!

Format: 200 × 230 mm
Illustrations: 60
Nb of pages: 64
Characters: 8,000
Binding: hardcover, with a red magnifying glass
Author(s): Sandra Lebrun, Ill. Sophie Chaussade
Retail price: 15.95 €

Previous titles sold: Chinese simpl., Korean.

Code 3499044

PANIC IN THE SAVANNA
Code 4173824

DISAPPEARED IN THE
CASTLE
Publication date: 13th October 2021

Code 6254281

◄

SHERLOCK HOLMES…
Sherlock Holmes…

Games
Activities

Age: 7 to 8
Interactive books that invite
the reader to become
a detective's apprentice!

Also available:

DESCRIPTION

SHERLOCK HOLMES’
10 BEST INVESTIGATIONS

Discover the pleasure to be a part of Sherlock
Holmes’ world and live exciting adventures with its
colorful cast of characters: Dr Watson, Mrs Hudson,
Moriarty… Are you ready to investigate with the
most famous detective?

Publication date: 17 October 2018

KEY ARGUMENTS

Publication date: 9 October 2019

The book's activities, including puzzles, enigmas,
riddles, coded messages, observation games, etc.,
and the necessity to piece every clue together
provide wonderful brain training!

FIND THE CULPRIT
WITH SHERLOCK HOLMES

•

•

Code 4368322

SHERLOCK HOLMES
AND THE TIME MACHINE
Code 1236020

Format: 225 x 285 mm
Nb of pages: 80
Retail price: 12.90 €

Investigation accessories included: magnifying glass
with a red filter, decoding grid and flaps to
progressively narrow down the list of suspects… A
thrilling adventure!

Code 3498798

Publication date: 23 Sept. 2020

SHERLOCK HOLMES’
10 FANTASTIC INVESTIGATIONS
Code 2712099

Format: 170 x 243 mm Binding: softcover with a
Nb of pages: 64
magnifying glass with a red
Retail price: 15.95 €
filter and a cipher wheel
Author: Sandra Lebrun to decode messages.
Ill.: Loïc Méhée (illustratorfor the book series Tell Me)

Previous titles sold: Catalan, Chinese compl.,

Chinese simpl., German, Korean, Russian, Spanish,
Turkish, Ukrainian.

◄

Publication date: 13 October 2021

SHERLOCK HOLMES’
10 MYSTERIOUS INVESTIGATIONS IN EGYPT
Code 1829271

SHERLOCK HOLMES' NOTEBOOK
Les cahiers d'enquête de Sherlock Holmes

Games
Activities

Age: 8 to 10
Take part in Sherlock Holmes'
investigation and help him solve
puzzles in this new notebook series!
DESCRIPTION
Whether at the fair, the Louvre or on a cruise,
Sherlock Holmes and his friends always find
themselves thrown into the investigation of
unsolved mysteries… Sherlock is counting on you
to lead them in their search for clues!

KEY ARGUMENTS
•

•

A new addition to the successful Sherlock
Holmes series, in form of a game book: an
investigation with more than 30 puzzles split
into 4 chapters, with a clue at the end of each
part to help solve the mystery
A playful and convenient format, perfect to
keep children busy during holidays, long trips or
rainy weekends…

PANIC ON THE
FERRIS WHEEL

WHO STOLE THE MONA
LISA?

Code 4031537

Code 4031414

Format: 205 x 250 mm Binding: softcover
Nb of pages: 64
Retail price: 9.95 €
Author: Sandra Lebrun Illustrator: Loïc Méhée

Rights sold: China

◄

THE HIDDEN TREASURE
OF THE MARQUISE

Code 4031291

MISSION: EAGLE EYE

Mission Œil de lynx

Games
Activities

Age: 5 to 8
The game book that
challenges your sense of
observation!

Also available :
PUZZLES AND LOGIC GAMES

Aurore Meyer
Code: 2061096
Publication date: 27 January 2021

DESCRIPTION
Over 100 games to develop and train
observational skills: games,
7-differences, intruders, labyrinths,
anomalies…

OBSERVATION GAMES

Aurore Meyer, Sandra Lebrun
Laurent Auduoin, Maud Lienard
Code: 1708150
Publication date: 29 January 2020

KEY ARGUMENTS
•

•

Various activities to develop logical
thinking: sudokus, coded messages,
logical sequences, puzzles…

ENIGMAS AND INVESTIGATIONS

Aurore Meyer, Laurent Kling, Thérèse Bonté
Code: 7570939
Publication date: 19 June 2019

Illustrations full of humor and
imagination

SUPER GAMES MYTHOLOGY

Successful series: over 47,000
copies sold in France!

Aurore Meyer, Thérèse Bonté
Code 8257007
Publication date: 6 April 2022

SUPER GAMES EARTH AND SKY

Format: 205 x 250 mm
Pages: 120
Binding: softcover
Characters: around 10,000
Nb of illustrations: 110
Retail price: 9.95 €

Aurore Meyer, Thérèse Bonté
Code 8257253
Publication date: 6 April 2022

SUPER GAMES MONSTERS AND CO.

Previous titles sold: Chinese simpl.

◄

Aurore Meyer
Code 8257376

YOU’RE THE HERO OF…
Tu es le héros de…

Games
Activities

Age: 8 to 12
A real interactive
choose-your-own-adventure
book series!
DESCRIPTION

Also available:

While visiting an exhibition about Egypt with your
class, you are suddenly transported to Ancient
Egypt. There, a cat tells you that a young pharaoh
needs your help to return home!
This book series helps children who are eager to
read to do so. It also offers many games and
reading hours thanks to its multiple-choice
possibilities.

YOU’RE THE HERO
OF THE ENCHANTED
FOREST
Code 6896362

Anne-Gaëlle Balpe
Publication date:
11 September 2019

YOU’RE THE HERO
OF THE
FORGOTTEN
CASTLE

KEY ARGUMENTS
•
•
•
•

Video games "on paper": interaction, dice to throw,
fights, puzzles, objects to find…
Thrilling scenarios, opening on a world full of
surprises.
Numerous adventures to live, with multiple
endings, depending on the choices you make.
A suspense and a rhythm that push you to start
reading again until you reach the best ending.

Format: 140 x 205 mm
Nb of pages: 360
Binding: softcover
Nb of illustrations: 20
Nb of characters: 250,000 Retail price: 14.95 €

Code 5184423

Anne-Gaëlle Balpe,
Miss Paty
Publication date:
15 September 2021

YOU’RE THE HERO OF THE SECRET PYRAMID
Code 8327247

All rights available

◄

Anne-Gaëlle Balpe, Miss Paty

MY FIRST LAROUSSE COOKBOOK
Mon premier Larousse de la cuisine

From 5 years onwards
A charming book
of step-by-step classic recipes
for first-time cooks!
DESCRIPTION
More than 20 easy-to-make delicious and
savoury recipes, suitable for the whole
family: with the help of clear instructions,
children can take part in the kitchen and
learn how to realize food classics, such as
chocolate mousse, pear compote, salmon
pasta bake, pizza, etc.
Measurements are made with a basic cup
unit for ease. Each tool and ingredient is
listed before the recipe, alongside a
beautiful picture of the end product.

KEY ARGUMENTS
•
•
•

A practical blinding for young kids: wire’o
book with laminated pages.
Children can do everything, (almost!) like
adults
Cute and engaging illustrations

All rights available

◄

Code: 1815951
Binding: hardcover with wire’o
Retail price: 16.95€
Author(s): Agnès Besson,
Format: 200 x 230 mm Clémentine Dérodit
Nb of pages: 96

Activities

GAME BOXES

◄

SUPER QUIZ – 250 QUESTION CARDS BOX
Super Quiz – 250 cartes questions

Games

From 8 years onwards
A 250-question
quiz to learn everything
there is to know
about captivating subjects

Top sales
of the series:

DESCRIPTION

Discover more about 6 themes with each
box, thanks to varied questions with
astonishing answers!

SUPER QUIZ
OF SPACE
Aurore Meyer
Code 5319987

KEY ARGUMENTS
•

•
•

Aurore Meyer
Code 6570045
Publication date: 6 October 2021

Nb of card: 250 (500 pages)

Nb. of ill.: around 250

Nb. of char.: around 65,000

Binding: box

Bulgarian, Chinese simpl., Korean, Italian,
Dutch, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian,
Serbian, Slovenian.

◄

2) THE QUIZ OF VIDEO GAMES

3) THE QUIZ OF INCREDIBLE
ANIMALS

Format: 110 x 110 x 110 mm

Previous titles sold: German,

Aurore Meyer
Code 3300231
Publication date: 7 October 2020
Mathias Lavorel
Code 6025767
Publication date: 7 October 2020

A funny cube-shaped box that can easily
follow you on any adventure: the perfect
way to broaden your children’s knowledge,
whether indoors or outdoors!
A quiz to have fun with either friends or family.
A very rich content: 250 questions with
complete answers on various aspects about
one main subject.

Retail price: 10.90 €

1) THE QUIZ OF SUPERHEROES

SUPER QUIZ
OF FOOTBALL PLAYERS
Valentin Verthé
Code 4902744

